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LESSON 10 (KIPO)

Vocabulary:
Verbs

Nouns

KIPIiaw (an.), KIPOiaw (in.)
there are ten
aiIPI = to enter .
aiKOPU = to fear, be afraid
AUZI (AZI) = to swim, bathe
SIXINA
to be black
MAHXINA
to be red
OTAHKUINA
to be yellow
OZKUINA = to be blue, green
KUMONUINA = to be blue, purple
MAZIINA = to be handsome
ANAZINA = to be pretty
ZA.NISZINA = what color is it?

omahkina
old man
akoxkina = chief
kyruyo = bear
apohkyaiyo = grizzly
owa =
eggs
uniki
milk
sinopa = (kit) fox
pikfazis = stone ax
pikiaxin =mush
ISZI
fire, coals
omahxlkimi
lake

Other Words:
kipo, kipi (an.), kipoi (in.)
otahkuiyellow
ozkuiblue, green
anat-, anatap- == pretty

= ten,

mahk-, mahx- = red
otahkuinazi = an orange
kumonui- == blue, purple

Verbs With Suffa MM:
A few verbs use -M instead of -W or -WA in the 3rd and 4th persons, usually with reference to an animate subject.
Color verbs, as we shall soon see, do this consistently, and a few others that follow this pattern are given in this and
the next lesson: e.g. "to enter": niuiilPI but <iiIPlm, aiIPIMiaw, aiIPlminai; "to fear": nitaiKOP' butaiKOPUm,
;iiKOPUmiaw, <iiKOPUmfnai; "to swim": nitAUZ but AUZlm, AUZlmiaw, AUZlminai (the initial au- has evidently
become absorbed into the root AZI to form AUZ!.) All such verbs are intransitive, The command forms for the
three just given are slightly irregular: kaput! pift! azft!

Color Verbs and Their Type:
Many of the verbs of this kind are listed in the vocabulary for this lesson, Notice that their sterns all end in -NA (the
A is short), The 3rd and 4th persons follow the rules given in the paragraph above, with -M for animate subjects:
e,g. nitSIXINA but SIXINAm, SIXINAmiaw, SIXINAminai, These verbs may be translated "It looks black etc,"
Color verbs, however, and their type also have one inanimate form for the third person singular, which terminates
in -Zl + -W: e,g, SfXINAziw. You may have noticed that numeral verbs have an -M in their animate forms and so
follow a similar pattern, We'll review them in the next lesson.
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Plural Imperatives:
We have learned to make the singular imperative by adding -T to the verb root. To make the plural, LLsed for
anik!, nipupuyik!, sinakit! The plural
addressing more person than one, you put a -K in place of the -T.
imperatives for the verbs of this lesson with slight eccentricities are these: kopuk!, pifk!, az1k!

Exercises:
Conjugate all the new verbs of this lesson (remembering that MAHXINA often uses the prefix au- without dropping
the initial M-).
Count several dishes and both ask and reply about their colors.
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LESSON 11 (NIZIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:
Verbs

Nouns

NIZINA
to resemble, look like
IKANA
to shine (ik- + ANA)
MOXINA = to be mean
(ai)PUINA = to suffer
XASXIMOKA = to be green (as grass)
XiXINA = to be white
aiXISZIKO = it is day.
aiKOKO = it is night.
ANA, ANAm (an.),
aiANANAzlw (in.) = to be clear, bright;

xisziktim
thunder
-xoko
friend, relative,kinsman;
nixoko = my f&c.
oxokoi = hisfher f. &c.;
nixokoai (obv.), nixok6wa (voc.)
xasxfmoko = grass (new),
mokakin =: pemmican
xIsziko (in.)
day, light
koko (in.)
night
koktimikisum =: moon

Other Words:

nizione
xasximokgreen
nist-, nistok- ::: two
ani (eni)
like, as

-koputo ::: suffix for numerals within a decade
nitowa Ca.), nittii (in.) = same
xik- ::: white

Review of Numerals:
Partly to review and partly to pickup more information, here is a survey of the numerals with their animate and
inanimate and verbals forms. We have to remember that the number One will have only singular forms and all the
rest of the numbers will have only plurals. The animate forms end in vowels (-A for number One, -I for the others),
but usually these final vowels are suppressed and so are represented here by the apostrophe:
Counting
Form

Animate
Adjective Verb

Inanimate
Adjective Verb

Combining
Form

nit6xkai nit6xkaw

nit-, nizi

1.

nit6xka
nit6xkam' nit6xkam'
alternates: Ct6xka, nisfa)

2.

natoka

natokam' natokamiaw

natokai natokaiaw

3.
4.

niu6xka
nis6

niu6xkai niu6xkaiaw
nis6i nis6iaw

5.

nisit6

niu6xkam' niu6xkamiaw
nisuim' nisufmiaw
nisoyfm' nisoyim'taw
nisizi nisizfiaw
nisit6yim nisitoyimiaw

nazi-, natok-,
nat- nistok-, nist-,
ist-,
niuox-, ni
nisi-, nis

nisit6i nisit6iaw

nisit-, nisizi
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6.
7.
8.

naw
ihkizfka
naniso

nal1ISOlm namSOll11taw

9.

pJ11Xo
klpo

nanisoyim' nanisoyimiaw
pihxf pihxfimv
kipi kipfiaw

10.

nai' !laiiaw
ihkizfkam' ihkizfkamiaw
".
,
.
,~

",'

;'

navy" nawiaw

nm-, naw

ihkizfkai ihkizikaiiaw
nanis6i wlnis6iaw
nanisoyi nanisoy6iaw
pihx6i pihx6iaw
kipoi kip6iaw

ihkizik
nanisi
pihx\-' pihx
kip-

Stem Verbs:
The new verbs of this lesson. NIZINA. MOXINA and
are M-stems and so conjugated like {iiKOPU and
cliIPI.
ikANA, XASXIMOKA
\\/hich are like the other color
and include
3rd
person
inanimate: XASXIMOK/.Zlwand
INAZl\v.

Count ten dogs, ten
ten large birds. ten small birds, ten persons. ten white men, ten Piegans, ten Indians etc.
Conjugate all the new verbs and make them into sentences using numerals with their subjects.
Read: Oki, nixoko! Piit! Ahsikoko!
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LESSON 12 (NAZIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:
Verbs

Nouns

AKAIYIMiaw (an.), AKAUO (in.)

manikapi
young man (unmarried)
potazis (an.)
stove
apinako
morning
matapinakoi == the next morning

== they are many, much

ANATOHSIMlaw (a.), uNATOHSiaw (in.)
== they are few

ANAuKlw == there is half.
aiPOTA
to make a fire
potani (in.) =(camp)fire
.\1ANISlw' (an.), MANIw (in.) to be new, young
IKOMSlw (an.), IKOMIw (in.)
is round
aiPAPIS (nitaiPAPIS, aiPAPISAm) = to yell, shout
Other Words:

anat-, anazfew, little (in amount)
anauk- == half, fraction
ahsapkind, generous
makap-, makbad
itamap-, itami- = happy
ximathappy
kom- = round
Adjectives:
Adjectives occur both as combining forms (always prefixes) and as independent. The prefixes present no problem.
and we have already encountered a few of them: e.g. sixi- as in Sfxi-Plta, and napi- as in napikoan. The independent
forms may also be used as nouns or verbs and should agree in gender, number and even person with the noun they
refer to. Most of the independent forms terminate in -API and have combining forms that end in -AP-. Thus,
sokapi, which can stand alone as adjective or adverb, meaning "good, fine, OK", or as a noun meaning "a good
thing". Or it can be conjugated as a verb, either animate or inanimate. To make it animate, we have to insert an -S
after the -AP-:
I. nitSOKAps'

ni tSO KAPSlhpinan
SOKApSlop
kitSOKApSlhpuwaw
sOKAPSliaw

2. kitSOKAps'
3. SOKApSlw
4. sOKAPSIfnai
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The inanimate forms, of course, can occur only in 3rd and 4th persons:
3 SOKAplw
4 SOKAPIfnai
form.)

SOKAPIiaw
(Unknown or non-existent word

The animate sign -S- is not used for the prefix. Thus: sokap-apikoan, and its negative, 6 mat-sokap-apikoan (a
favorite expression!).
Now, let's go back to NATOSI, which as a noun is usually translated as "sun" but which we can now see from the
animate infix -S- primarily must mean "holy one" or "holy person". we shall conjugate it as a verb "to be holy":
nitATOSlhpinan
NATOSlop
kitATOSlhpuwaw
NATOSIiaw

1. nitATOS'
2. kitATOS'
3. NATOSlw
4. NATOSlinai

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Unknown or non-existent word [onTI.)

And the inanimate forms for 3rd and 4th persons:
3. NATOYlwa (or _Wi)
4. NATOYIfnai

NATOYliaw

Here are a few more adjectives used also as adjective-verbs: AHS- combining form: AHSSlw' an. verb; AHSlw' in.
verb; AHSSix an. pI.; AHSIsz in. pI.; nitAHSSI = U am good. MANI- combining form; MANISIw an. verb;
MANfw in. verb. Za ANISTAPSlwaz?
Uhlenbeck distinguishes traditional from modern usage: ahsisz fxisa-koisz (good meats); ponokawmitaix ahsix
(good horses-note the reversed order); nfnaw sokapsiw' (the man is good); sohips(i) nfnaw (a good man); sokapinaw
(a good man). In the last two examples, the final one sokiipinaw, is definitely the more traditional form. whereas the
first one seems to be a modern anlicization. The use of independent adjectives, unless they are adjective-verbs,
seems modern and more frequent among younger people.

Exercises:
Conjugate all the new verbs and adjective verbs of this lesson.
Read: Oki, nitaka. Ahs-apinako.

Reminder: As you utilize this text book please remember the special
formatting. If the "word" has !! hyphen in front frf it or behind it or
both, it !! combining form and must have something attached to
have it make sense.
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LESSON 13 (NIKOPUTO)
Vocabulary:
Verb

AMAl.'PI

to be quiet, behave well. be silent
to relate, tell (stories). narrate
IZINIKA
auYOSI
to cook
= to
AWAUPI = to swing
to be alone
KOKUTO (aiKOKUTO)
to freeze (of water etc.)
kokuito = ice, glacier
INIPIZI = to freeze (of people and animals)

ahkuiinima = pi pc
sahkfua
married man
stamik
bulL steer
skim.
- cow. mare
male (pI. napimix)

napinyuan 
inapinyuan

candy ("long sugar")

Other Words:
nitohzi
akap-

on the right
often
kanai-. kanauall
matoni = yesterday

nawohzi
on the left
pinap-. pimipohzi
downstream, east
apinakosi = tomorrow
nohk-

= please!

Pointers on NIZITAPI:
This word can be either a noun or a verb: '"a lone person" or "to be alone"'. Obviously it is compounded of NIT- +
MATAPI. To conjugate it, you
not have to drop the initial N-. but instead you can say: ni?\fZlTAPl = 1 am alone,
I am one person. If you do drop the initial:,\ YOLl will get the forms nizIZITAPL kizIZITAPI etc., which are
acceptable but present a confusion with nizfZITAPI = I am an Indian. derived from nizftapi real person.
confusion can be avoided by adding -KOAN or -AKI to
noun to get nizftapikoan or nizftapiaki. and its verbal
forms. Another way to avoid the confusiOil would be to Llse nisr6wa and the appropriate form of the noun without
any verbal form.

Gender

Animals:

In terms
animals (hoofed animals at
-ST.AMIK is often suffixed to indicate the male and
or
-SKINl to designate the female.
terms should
added onto the construct case: e.g. ponokaist<imik,
ponokiii -ski m.

Negative Imperatives:
To say "don't" do this or that, you simply prefix
or MIN- to the positive imperative (and it is evidently
optional whether you use PIN- or MIN-): e.g. pinUyItL pinUPIk 1, pinOTOt!, miniKOKlt! How To
"Please":
Prefix NOHK- to the ordinary imperative form. Some ilTegularities do occur, and occasionally
IS II1serted
between NOHK- and the verb stem: e.g. n6hkAPOTAKltL n6hxIPHtl (please come in), n6hkitUPlt! n6hkohKOKIt!
(please
it to me), mini6kat~ pini6kat!
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KANAI-, KANAU- and Its Type:
The adjectival prefix KAN-, "all, every", usually adds either -AI or ~AU to itself. Thus we get kanai-iniw all the
buffalo; kantli-tapi = all the people; kanai-apikoaix = all the white men; kanai~izftapi : : : all the Indians; kanau-akiix
= all the women; kanau-otasix; kanau-pokaix; etc. KAN- can even be incorporated into compound verbs;
ai-kan-istAPOiaw = they all went away. There is no rule known as to when KAN- uses AI and when it uses AU, but
AU does occur before an O. whereas AI is more frequent. A few other adjective-prefixes follow this pattern: AK
(AKAI-, AKAU-), NIT- (NITAI-, NITAU-:
akaitapi (crowd, throng), akaitapisko, niUii-ina (lone chief or lone
man). KAN- often takes the prefix OH-.

Exercises:
Give the positive, negative, singular and plural imperatives of all the verbs of this lesson. Then give the forms with
"please". Then do the same with UIY, UPI, OTO, SAPI, KOKI, APOTAKI, NIPUYI, aiPUYI, itAPO, ANI,
SAKO, MAHKIZI, IP!. Name the four world directions. Conjugate "to be Indian" and "to be alone". What
alternative expressions can you use to avoid confusion?

Collectives:
Collective nouns are often formed by the suffix -SKO: e.g. akaitapisko (town), konsko, miszfsko (timber), ohkot6ksko
(rocky place). Others, usually referring to people or animals, are formed by prefixing OT- etc. and suffixing
-SINA, -SIN: e.g. 6tapfsina (all the people), 6taxisina (all the women), opokasina (all the children), tinnasina (all
the men- U- - 3rd person as does OT-), onokasina (all the elk), onok<:imitasina (all the horses), 6tomitasina (all the
dogs).
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LESSON 14 (NISIKOPUTO)
Vocabulary:
Verbs

Nouns

OMATO (auMATO) = to begin, start
aiSIKO
to stop, quit
OHKOT- = can, be able
SIKUPI
to rest
sikepit! = stop!
aiKISTAPSI = to be ready
(M)IIw = is hard, strong, tough(in.)

nistunan = we, us (ex1.), -nani(obv.)
xistunan = we, us (inclusive)
xistoaw
you (p1.)
ostoawai =they, them
-atuyi
tail
awatuyi
deer
aisikotuyi = mule deer

Other Words:
kistap- (xistap-)
ready, finished
zamSZI
when? (in past)
zaniszis = when? (in future
(m)i- = hard, strong
miskap- = strong, muscular
siszik- = tired (of)

More Verb Combinations:
This note is a continuation of Lesson VII. Please refer back to that lesson for review. Here are more examples of
verbal stems that can be incorporated with the principal verbal stem to make compound verbs: -OHKOT- (IHKOT-)=
can, be able. Very like AKOT-, but notice the common prefix OH (IH) in front of K-: e.g. nitohkotOHKIMA:
ihk6tAUZlm; nitohk6z0K'. SISZIK- to be tired (of): e.g. akaisiszixINIHKlw (he has already got tired of
singing). SIKO, SIK- =to stop, quit: aisikAPOXKASIw (he quits running about); aisikAZIMOIHKAw. OMATO,
OMATAP-, auMATO =to begin, start: omatapOXKASIw; nitomatapAZ'. KISTAP- = to finish: aikistapOXKASlw.
There are a good many other similar combinations, but from now on you should be able to discover them for
yourself. Notice, for instance, the use of APO (AP-) meaning "around, about", with OXKASI: AP-OXKAAI. It
may be that APOTAKI is a combination ofAP+OTAKI or AP+OT +AKI. So what about APATO? And observe the
root AWA which refers to a swaying or rhythmical motion. We have several words based on it. Can you name
them? It may even turn out that the common verbal prefix AU derives from this source suggesting some sort of
reversible motion. See SIKO (SIK-) in aisikotuyi and in SIKUPI. Now take it from there on your own .....

POINTERS on KISTAP-:
This word can easily be used as an animate verb or adjective-verb "to be ready": <iiKISTAPSI. In an assibilated
form (that is, K assibilated to X producing XIST- or XISTAP-, it may also be used to indicate a past tense, often
preced by AKAI- and perhaps also by IT -or IZ-, "then, there". All three of these prefixes may occur separately or
together in past "tenses": e.g. iz-akai-xistap-aUYlw = he had already finished eating. But in the present elementary
introduction to the Blackfeet language we shall not try to develop such complicated forms, recalling rather that it is
useful to the student to realize that they do occur.
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Exercises:
Using nitAUZ' as a starter, supply the 1st person singular forms for these variations:
AM TIRED of swimming
FEEL LIKE swimming
DO NOT WANT to swim
HAVE to swim
HAVE to swim?
HAVE TO TRY to swim?
HAVE TO QUIT swimming?

CAN swim
SHALL swim
SHALL BE ABLE to swim
CANNOT swim
TRY to swim
START to swim
STOP swimming
Now do the same for 3rd person pluraL
Conjugate the future and past of SIKUPI, APO.

Translate: Are you ready? Are you ready already? When will they be ready? handsome young man: good-looking
woman; handsome person (or people); pretty girL
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LESSON 15 (NISIZIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:
Verbs

Nouns

INIPIZI = to feel cold
(i)STUYI = to be cold (of weather & things), be winter
aistuyi
ice cream
aiSTCYISI = to be ashamed
XISTUSI = to feel hot, warm
XISTUYI = to be hot (of weather & things)
aiXIMAZITAKI = to be glad,
pleased (with, rejoice greet, thank
XINI
to grunt
(M)IIKOw = it is hard, strong, difficult

(i)stuniki = milkshake
aixini = pig
aixinyosaki = bacon
kini
rose, tomato
rnlSZlS ::: tree, log (if an.); stick, wood (if in.);
an.pI. rniszix, in.pI. rniszisz
firewood
sixi-, xi- = tree, wood

Other Words:
(i)stuyi-, stu- ::: cold
itarni-, itarnap- = happy
rnakapi-xiszik6-w = (it's) bad weather.

xisto- (kristo-)
hot
itarni-xisziko-w
(it's) good weather.
zaniziwa xisziko? = how's the weather?

Using Intransitive Stems Transitively:
Luckily for us, we do not have to wait until we get to the transitive verb stems in order to use objects with verbs,
though in fact that would be the normal thing to do. But it is acceptable, sometimes, to use and intransitive verb
with a noun object expressed. This is often done with common verbs, like SAPI, SAMI, UYl, SIMI: nitaiahsuyi
fxisako; kitaiahs-sim' uniki; kitsapihpa matapi? aisamiaw ini. Notice that in the last instance and whenever you use
a third person verb, the noun object will become fourth person.

Gender Special Adjective Verbs:
Some adjective-verbs have special forms, not only for animate and inanimate, but also for persons, animals and
inanimate trees. The words for "to be big", "to be small", "to be hot", "to be cold" all belong to this class. Here are
the third person forms:
OMAHKSlm
OMAHKIMlw
OMAHXIXlm
OMAHXIXlw
OMAHKo
INAXZlm
INAKIMlw
INAXIXlm

to be big, old

of persons
of animals
of animate trees
of inanimate trees
of inanimate things
of persons
of animals
of animate trees

to be small
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INAxIXlw
INAKOHZlw

of inanimate trees
of inanimate things

Note the use of -XIXI- for trees (probably from the root SIXI or XI) and the suffixing of -M for living things. In the
adjective-verbs for "hot" and "cold" there is a little difference:
STUSIm and STU SI w
STUYIw
STUKIMlw
XISTUSIm and XISTUSlw
XISTUYIw
XISTUKOMlw

to be cold

of animates
of inanimates
ofliquids (inanimate)
of animates
of inanimates
of liquids (inanimate)

to be hot, warm

Note the use of Slm for persons and -KIMl (-KOMI) for liquids.

Exercises:
Conjugate all the verbs of this lesson, being careful to note those that are impersonal (have only third persons).
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LESSON 16 (NAIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:
Verb

Noun

ANAUKOw
it's a half.
ANAUKATUm
it's half past (the hour)
POKIMlw = is small (of animals)
POKISlw
is small (of animate things)
(i)SOKSim
is heavy (of persons);
(i)SOKIMlw
is heavy (of animals);
(i)SOKOw
(in.)
is heavy
,
auZISKATOw = it's half-past (the hour)
SAHXZlm (an.), SAHXZIw, (SAHKOZlw)

otakohsin = hour
ihtaixiszikumopi = clock, watch
aisaixisto
show, movie, theater, television
-stoki
ear
noht6kis = my ear
-ihkini = head, hom, top, hair (an.)
stukimi = cold water
xistok6mi = hot water

= is light (not

heavy)

Other Words:

sahxz- = light (not heavy)
spi = high, tall
sk6hzi
back, behind (time)
ino- (inoi-) = long

pok-

small
sahk- = short
tazik- = middle, in the middle
How is ... (3rd peson)?
za anistapaupiwaz?

Telling Time:
Time (by the clock) is indicated by using the verb itOTOw in 3rd person singular; thus, Za-itot6waz? What time
is it? Or for variety, you may say Za-itot6wazix? and you may add ihtai xiszikumiopi. In reply, simply use the
inanimate form of the appropriate numeral (which will also be its obviate or 4th person form), and then, if you wish,
you may repeat the verb in either the present (it6tow) or the past (ak<iiit6tow). Thus, for example, Natokai it6tow.
To indicate the half hour or just that the hour is well past, substitute the verb ANAUKATUm for itC)TOw. More
precise indications of time are not normally used. There are, however, words for the major fractions of an hour
anaukotakohsin (half hour); inakanaukotakohsin (quarter of an hour). E.g. nit6xkai auziskatow.

More Adjective-Verbs:
Several new adjective-verbs appear in this vocabulary. The verb meaning "is high, tall" seems too involved for the
vocabulary list so is given here: SPITAw (of persons); SpfMlw (of animals); SPIXfm (of animate trees); SPIXlw
(of inanimate trees); SPlw (inanimate generally). SAHKfMlw = is short (of animals); SAHXIXIM (for animate
trees and wooden objects); SAHXIXlw (of inanimate trees and wooden objects); SAHXlw (of animate generally);
and SAHKfw (of inanimate generally). INOIMlw (INOYIMIw) = is long (of animals); INOxfM (of animate trees
and wooden objects); INOxfw (of inanimate trees and wooden objects); INOSIm (of animate generally); and
INOyfw (of inanimate generally). Cheer up! There's not much more to come.
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Exercises:
Translate: What time is it? It's four-thirty (2 ways). The day is long, the night is short. The day is short, the night
is long. The stick is short. The tree is tall. The mountain is high. See the high mountain! The trees are tall. The
mountains are high. It's seven o'clock. The shadows are short at twelve o'clock. LongKnife. They are Long
Knives.
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LESSON 17 (ihKIZIKIKOPUTO)
Vocabulary:
Verbs

Nouns

Adjectives and Adverbs

ONISTAw = is holy, spiritual
onishin = a spirit
onista- = holy, supernatural,
spiritual
IZZIw = there is, are
IKApI = to be funny
STUYIMI = to pass the winter
NIPUMI = to pass the summer
aiPUw = it is summer.
auTOw = it is spring.
auKOw = it is autumn.
mazIZZIhp (a). = there isn't
any; all gone.

(i)stuim(i) (stuwimi
& stuyimi) (an.) = winter, year
nipo = summer
moto (In.) = sprang
moko (in.) = autumn
-oh-xisi- = nose, beak
nohxisis = my nose
aikatosi = spirit, God
sikimi-w = black horse
xikihkini = bald eagle (a white tailed
eagle is also a bald eagle).
stuim- (an.), stuyi-(in.) = winter adj.

iksap- = funny
nipusi & aipusi =
in the summer+
motusi & autusi =
in the spring +
mokusi & aukusi =
in the autumn +
(i)stuyis(i) =
in the winter +
za aniszi-stuyimiw =how old
is he/she?

Notes on the Vocabulary:
The forms marked + are really subjunctives: e.g. "when it is summer", etc. The verb NIPUMI drops initial N-,
thus: nitaiIPUMI or niziPUMI. The verb STUYIMI, which is used to count age, is conjugated nftSTUYIMI etc.
What would this mean? Za kitaniszi-stufmihpa? Notice that to say "It is winter", you use the verb "to be cold" (i)
STUYlw. New Names for Animals: From the roots given in this lesson you can form a number of animal names:
omahkstoki = mule; inohxisi = elephant; omahkatayo = mountain lion, puma, cougar, tiger; nipumaki = chickadee
(summer lady); motoisiszi =junco (spring bird), miomita (tough horse or dog); mexikazi-w = duck (red or pink
feet); imahkihkina-w = sheep, goat, bighorn (IMAHK = OMAHK) apomahkihkini = mountain goat. Saying "old":
To say "is old" (3rd person), use OMAHKSlm (OMAHXlm) for persons; akaiapiw (of male human and of animals
but not of women). This latter form derives from "already" and NAP!. For either animate and inanimate things,
except animals, you may use akaisfw.

To Express Age in Years:
Here are the 3rd person singular forms of the verbs expressing age from one to seventeen: (1) aiitSTUYIMlw, (2)
ai-stokiSTUYIMlw, (3) aioxkaSTUYIMlw, (4) aisoSTUYIMlw, (5) aisitoSTUYIMlw, (6) auaiSTUYIMlw, (7)
aukizfkiSTUYIMlw, (8) auanistoSTUYIMlw, (9) aipihxo-STUYIMlw, (10) aiipoSTUYIMlw, (1)
aizikoputoSTUYIMlw, (12) aiszikoputo-aiikoputoSTUYIMlw, (13) aisekoputoSTUYIMlw, (14)
aisizekoputoSTUYIMIw, aiaikoputoSTUYIMIws (17) aukizikikoputoSTUYIMlw. This list looks pretty scary, but
if you have memorized the combining forms of the numerals and remove the initial N-'s, you should not have too
much trouble with them.
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Exercises:
Each student should ask another about his or her age, and each in turn should reply. Since we know only the
numbers up to seventeen, fictional ages will fortunately be in order.
Conjugate the new verbs of this lesson in any possible or practical forms. Analyze each ofthe verbal expression for
expressing age in years and extract from it the particle that stands for the number. Make a list of these. Can we say
these things in some other way?
Explain: Nit6kan nitayikinaw (my guardian spirit speaks to me).
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.....-------------------------------------
LESSON 18 (NANISIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:

aiSIXTAKI =to bite
omaiyauk = there he/she comes!
omakauk = she comes!
SAHPSlw (an.), SAHPlw (in.)
to be weak

auanisikoputoSTUYIMf

=

to be 18 years old

isapiazis (in.) =mirror
itaisapiopi = theater
nosazix = my glasses
itauyopi
cafe, restaurant
sopazis :.:;: chair
anakimazis (in.) =lamp, candle
pataki = potato, ( also a name for

amo (an. & in.) = this
oma (an.), omi (in.) = that
unat- = few, little bit
itunazi :.:;: less, minus
inakohzi = a little bit
anaukohzi = half, half way
sahp- = weak

"Carrier Woman")
saam (i)
medicine, war bonnet

Nouns Formedfrom Verbs:
We have already seen that the simple root of the verb can be used as the noun agent. Other types of nouns can also
be derived from verbs, as is shown in this vocabulary and in others: (1) Attach -SIN or -SINI to the verb stem to
produce both abstract and concrete nouns like simik-sin and pikiak-sin. (Note that the final -I was dropped from
both SINAKI and PIKIAKl. (2) If the verb stem ends in -W. the suffix is simply -N or -NI, e.g. potani, ayikinan. (3)
Instrumental nouns can be formed by suffixing -ZIS: pot8.zis. pikfazis, or (4) by prefixing IHT- and suffixing OPI
(from -op of the 1st person plural inclusive): iht<'iixiszikumiopi or (5) by prefixing IT- and suffixing -OPI to form
place nouns: itaisapiopi. These forms are not always regular-or have you noticed? Their plurals are sometimes
erratic so will have to be looked up in the dictionary.

This and That; the Demonstratives:
AMO (this, this one) is declined this way: (no fixed accent)

3rd person an.
4th person an.
all in.

singular
AMO
AMOI
AMO

plural
AMOXI
AMOISZI

OMA (that, that one, the) is declined (no fixed accent):
3rd person an.
4th person an.
all m.

OMA
OMI
OMI

OMIXI
OMISZI

Exercises:
Can you guess the meaning of the following nouns derived from verbs you already know?
okan(i), papokan(i) or papaukan(i), isapiazis, itauyopi, potani, potazis. Look up their plurals.
Conjugate the new verbs.
Translate: these boys, these horses, those dogs, those trees (an. & in.), that man, that girl, this woman.
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LESSON 19 (PIHXIKOPUTO)

Vocabulary:

aipihxikoputoSTUYIMI = to be
19 years old
sapit & sazit! = look!
mlstAPOtot! = take (it) away!
subtract
mazit! =take it!
aiAPI =to see
zanizi-PIUOw = how far is it?
-KOPUZliaw (an.), -KOPUTOiaw
(in.) (verbal forms of -k6puto)

apis
rope
ipuahsin == word, language,
speech
-ski == face
-apini = eye(s)
makski == ugl y
namaw (an.) = gun
namai (in.) = bow
upsi (in.) == arrow
nohpsi = my arrow,
ohpsi == hislher arrow
marni = fish

zanizim (i)
how much?
zanizima (an.), zanizowa (in.)
=how many?
zanizi-tapi(wa) = how
many? (of people)
ahsa = what?
za kaniszihpa? = how are you?
zaniziwa(z)
how is it
-kopuzi (an.), -koputoi (in.)
(forms of -k6puto)

Review of Numbers:
This lesson will be devoted to a review of numbers, which could become very confusing if not well memorized.
First let's count with a typical animate object, recalling that it is not necessary to use plurals with numerals:
nit6xkam' pita
natokam pita
niu6xkam pita
nisoyfm pita
nisit6yim pfta
naw pita
ihkizfkam pita
nanisoyim pita
pihxim pita
kipuyim pita etc. (continue with nizik6puzi pita ..)
Or you can use combining forms: nazi-pita two eagles.
Now let's count with a typical inanimate object:
nit6xkai 6hkotok(i)
natokai 6hkotok
niu6xkai 6hkotok
nis6i 6hkotok
nisit6i 6hkotok
naw(f) 6hkotok
ihkizfkai 6hkotok
nanisoi 6hkotok
pihx6i 6hkotok
kip6i 6hkotok (continue with nizik6putoi 6hkotok .... )
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a

2

Now for the numeral verbs:
Animate

Inanimate

nitoxkam
natokamiaw
niuoxkamiaw
nisuimiaw
nisiziiaw
naiiaw
ihkizlkamiaw
nanisofmiaw
pihxiaw
kipfiaw
nizikopuziawetc.

nioxkaw
natokaiaw
niuoxkaiaw
nisoiaw
nisitoiaw
nawiaw
ihkizikaiiaw
nanisoiaw
pihxoiaw
kipoiaw
nizikoputoiaw etc.

Now for the verbs to count ages (and this time, instead of capitalizing the verb stem, I shall capitalize the numerical
components):
aiZIKOPUTOstuyfmi
iiiSZIKOPUTOstuyfmi
aiIKOPUTOstuyfmi
aiSIKOPUTOstuyfmi
aiSIZIKOPUTOstuyfmi
iiiAIKOPUTOstuyfmi
auKIZIKIKOPUTOstuyfmi
auANISIKOPUTOstuyimi
aiPIHXIKOPUTOstuyfmi
aiSZIPOstuyfmi

aiITstuyfmi
aiSTOKIstuyfmi
aiOXKAstuyfmi
aiSOstuyfmi
aiSITOstuyimi
auAIstuyfmi
auKIZIKIstuyfmi
auANISOstuyfmi
aiPIHXOstuyfmi
aiIPOstuyimi

In the last column, it is your job to isolate the two parts of the numerical component of the teens.
Exercises:
Tell the time around the clock for hours and half-hours. Tell ages 1 to 19. Count animate objects 1 to 19. Count
inanimate objects 1 to 19.
Conjugate the numeral verbs 1 to 19.
Do this simple arithmetic using the examples as your guide:
2+2=4

mitokai ki natokai niso.

5 2 = 3.

nisito ittinazi (or mfstaputot) natokai niuoxkai.

3 +4

7.

8 2 =6.
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to 7 3.
5 + 4 = 9.
5 + 1=6.
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